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The constructive approach to solving the equation TX =f is to try to 
obtain a solution as the limit of solutions of finite-dimensional problems. 
This approach works in Banach spaces possessing certain projection schemes 
provided the operator T is A-proper (see below for the definitions of the 
concepts appearing in the Introduction). However, if one is merely interested 
in existence of solutions and not in their constructibility, one requires less of 
T, namely, that it be pseudo-A-proper. The survey article [9] gives a good 
account of the theory of such mappings. 
In a recent paper [ 111, the author gave a direct argument o show that 
strongly accretive operators are A-proper in such Banach space whose duals 
X* are uniformly convex. If one deletes “strongly,” the A-properness 
property seems to be lost, but as we shall show here, if X is also uniformly 
convex, accretive maps are pseudo4-proper. As in our previous paper, we 
do not require the space to possess a weakly continuous duality mapping, 
which is known to be rather restrictive in Banach spaces, unlike previous 
results in this direction (e.g., [9, p. 2921). The idea used in the proof allows 
us to give a new and elementary proof of a closedness property of accretive 
operators. This is, in a separable Banach space X with X and X* uniformly 
convex, if T is m-accretive (that is, accretive and I + T surjective) and if {x,} 
is a bounded sequence such that TX, -+f; then there exists x such that 
TX =f: In fact, if also (l/n)x, + TX, =fi then {x,} has a subsequence (xk} 
with xk -+x. This last result extends Lemma 1 of Kartsatos [6] and allows 
the simple arguments from [6] to be applied even when no weakly 
continuous duality mapping exists. Also Browder [ I] proves that the image 
of closed bounded convex sets under m-accretive maps is closed, without the 
separability assumption. He uses the connection between accretive maps and 
nonlinear semigroups of nonexpansive mappings and a device of Giihde [5 ] 
valid in uniformly convex spaces. Our use of uniform convexity is simpler; it 
assures the uniqueness of a point minimizing a certain convex function. 
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1. DEFINtTIONS 
Let X be a real Banach space with dual X* which we shall assume to be 
uniformly convex. The duality mapping J: X --+ X* is then uniquely deter- 
mined by the requirements llJxjl= ]Ix]], (x, Jx) = /IxI(*. Here (x,f) denotes 
the value of fE X* at x E X. It is known that J is uniformly continuous on 
bounded subsets of X (e.g., [8, p. 451). A map T with domain D(T) is said to 
be accretive (or J-monotone) if, for all x, y E D(T), and all A > 0, 
An equivalent definition is (e.g., 18, p. 2451) 
(TX - TJ,, J(x - y)) > 0. 
The range of II+ T, R(IZ + T), is known to be all of X either for all A > 0 
or for no 1 > 0 (e.g., [3]); in the former case T is called m-accretiue. 
The A-proper and pseudo-A-proper maps are defined on (K), spaces. A 
Banach space X is called a (a), space if there exists a sequence of linear 
projections (P,} each of norm one, with finite-dimensional range X, = P,X, 
where X,, c X,, , andsuchthatP,x+xasn-tcoforeachxinX.T:X-+X 
is called A-proper if P, T: X, +X,, is continous for each n and whenever 
(xFj} is a bounded sequence with x,,~ E Xnj and P,Tx,-+ f as j-, co, there 
exists a further subsequence {Xi,}, say, which converges to a point x 
satisfying TX =f: T is pseudo-A-proper if we can assert that there exists x 
with TX =f without finding a convergent subsequence. 
A sufficient condition to ensure that the mappings P, T are continuous on 
X,, is that T be demicontinuous, that is, x,+x implies that TX, - T.Y 
(2 denotes weak convergence). 
2. RESULTS 
Several of our results rely on the following extension of the proposition 
from [ 111, which in turn depended upon and extended some interesting 
results of Reich [lo]. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a separable, uniformly convex, Banach space with 
uniformly convex dual X*. Let {x,} be a bounded sequence in X. Then there 
exists a subsequence (xk} (say) such that 
4(z) = ;z lIx/+ II 
exists for all 2 E X. Moreover, there is a unique v E X such that 
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J(xk - v) 2 0 in X*. In fact, v is the unique point in X at which 4 attains its 
infimum. 
Proof: The existence of #( ) z is Lemma 1.1 of Reich [lo]. From the 
Proposition of [ 111, there exists v in X which minimizes ( over X and, 
moreover, J(xL - v) 2 0. As X is uniformly convex, the minimizer v is 
unique (see, e.g., [4]). It remains to prove that if J(xk - w) - 0 for some w 
in X, then w = v. As J(x) is the subdifferential of the convex function 4 ](x]]*, 
we have, for each k and all z E X, 
(z - v, J(xk -z)) < f (Jxk - vJI* - $ llxk -z/J*. (1) 
We observe, for later reference, that this implies that 
lim sup(z - v, J(xk - z)) < 0 
k-m 
for all z E X. (2) 
Now suppose J(xk - w) 2 0. Taking z = w in (1) and passing to the limit 
gives 
and, as v is the unique minimizer, this shows that w = v. 
We can now prove the closedness property of m-accretive mappings; we 
note that no continuity hypothesis is needed. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a separable, uniformly convex Banach space with 
uniformly convex dual X*. Let T: D(T) -+ X be m-accretive and suppose (x, } 
is a bounded sequence and that TX, --) f: Then there exists v E D(T) such 
that TV = f: 
Proof: Let (xk} and v be as given by the lemma. As T is accretive, for 
each k, and all z E D(T) 
(Txk - Tz, J(Xk - z)) 2 0. 
Thus, lim inf,,, (f - Tz, J(xk - z)) > 0, for all z E D(T). By (2) in the proof 
of the lemma, 
lip>f(v - z, J(xk - z)) > 0 for all z E X, -a 
so that 
liflniJf(v +f- (z + Tz), J(xk - z)) > 0 for all z E D(T). -t 
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As T is m-accretive, given <E X and t > 0, there exists zI E D(T) such that 
zt + Tz, = v + f - t& 
Thus, for t > 0, lim inf,,,(t& J(x, - z,)) > 0. 
Cancel t > 0 and then let t + 0. As J is uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets, ]J(xk - z,) - J(x, - z,)] -+ 0, uniformly in k. Therefore 
lim inf,+,(c, J(xk - z,,)) > 0. As c is arbitrary, replacing r by --c proves that 
J(x, - zO) - 0. By the lemma, z0 = v, so that TV =f: 
Often we have slightly more information about the sequence (x,}; in such 
a case more can be said. 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 suppose that for some g 
in X, the bounded sequence (x, 1 satisfies 
+xn+Txn=f +;g. 
Then, there is a subsequence (xk\ such that xk -+ v with TV =J 
Proof: We’ have only to show that xk -+ v, where {xk} is the same subse- 
quence as before. For each k we have 
+(xr-v,J(x~-v))= (f +$g-TX,-+(x,-v)) 
f-Tv++)&,-v) 
=+v,J(x,-v)). 
Here we used the facts that T is accretive and TV =J Thus 
11% - VII2 < (g- v7J(x, - v)). 
As J(xk - v) - 0, this proves that xk -+ u. 
Remark. This result shows that Lemma 1 of Kartsatos [6] is valid 
without assuming that X possess a weakly continuous duality mapping. In 
particular, applying his methods proves the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, T be as in Theorem 1 and suppose there is an r > 0 
such that 
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Then T(X) contains B,, the closed ball of radius r about 0. In particular, if 
(1 Tx(( -+ 00 as j[xI( + co, T is subjective. 
Remark. For the proof see Theorem 2 of [6]. Other results of a similar 
nature are given in [7] using the connection with differential equations. 
We now come to the connection with the pseudo-A-proper mappings. The 
main idea is as in Theorem 1 but with greater technical problems. 
THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 let X be also (n), . 
Suppose {x,} is a bounded sequence with x, E X,, for each n. Then lf 
T: X + X is demicontinuous and accretive, it is pseudo-A-proper. 
ProoJ Let PjTxj -f, xj E Xi, {xi} bounded. Let (xk} and v be as in the 
lemma, so that 
Ii: s,up(z - v, J(xk - z)) < 0 for all z E X (2) 
+ 
For each k and all z E X,, using the fact that 
P,*Jx = Jx for x E X, (3) 
(see, e.g., [2]), we have 
(Pk TX, - P, Tz, J(xk - z)) > 0 (4) 
Now, Z + P,T maps X, onto X, by standard finite-dimensional rguments 
(e.g., [2]), so for arbitrary <E X and t > 0, there exists z: E X, such that 
zf + P, Tz; = Pk(f + v - to. 
First, fix t > 0. By the result of [ 111, Z + T is A-proper, so that {zf} contains 
a convergent subsequence, again denoted by {zf} for simplicity of notation, 
and zf -+ zt, where zI + Tz, = f + v - ft. Taking z: in place of z in (4) and 
using (3) gives 




t Jh - $1 - J(xr - zt)l + 0, 
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and therefore 
We use this with (2) and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain 
z,,=L’ and so Tv=f: 
Remark. This result cannot be improved to show that T is A-proper as 
the zero map shows. Nevertheless, a solution of TX =f is constructible in 
some cases. We first solve Ax + TX = f and obtain a solution .Y~~ 
constructively, since AI + T is A-proper [ 111. Then we let A + 0. If (x,~} is 
bounded, Theorem 2 applies. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The author has received a preprint from S. Reich of his paper entitled 
“Nonlinear semigroups, accretive operators and applications,” in which he 
has the interesting idea of employing a Banach limit LIM and thereby avoid 
separability assumptions. In particular, given a bounded sequence ix,}, he 
defines a continuous, convex function 4 on X by 
4 attains its infimum over X at a point V, and as shown by Reich, when X* 
is uniformly convex, for every z in X, 
LIM ((z, J(x, - u)) 1 = 0. 
If X is such that u is unique, then an analogue of Lemma 1 holds and the 
separability assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2 can be dropped. Uniqueness is 
guaranteed if X is a Hilbert space or an Lp space as the parallelogram law 
and Clarkson inequalities show. Does uniform convexity of X ensure uni- 
queness? 
Note added in proof. In a personal communication, Professor S. Reich informed the 
author that uniform convexity does ensure uniqueness. However, one can obtain 
improvements of the above results without using LIM: lim sup is enough. 
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